Merchandise Financial Planning

Easily set sales, margin
and inventory targets
that meet your strategic
financial goals
Track inventory and drive up profits with Amicis
JustRight’s merchandise financial planning and
exception-based reporting capabilities
t: +1 (770) 753-6452
e: info@amicissolutions.com
w: www.amicissolutions.com

Solution Overview
Having the right type and amount of inventory
on hand is an essential component of
profitability for retailers. They must calculate
the value of their inventory to determine how
best to price it, how much it can be marked
down throughout the season, and ultimately,
whether they should purchase more of the
same product or invest in something else.
The Merchandise Financial Planning
functionality within Amicis JustRight for
demand management allows retailers to
set their sales, margin and inventory targets
and Open-to-Buy budgeting across multiple
brands and channels all within a single
view. The solution provides retailers with the
technology their planners need to ensure the
company’s strategic financial goals are met
both pre-season and in-season.

F E AT U R E S

Merchandise Planning
•

Utilize top-down, middle-out or bottom-up
planning capabilities for enterprise-wide
visibility into your strategic plans

•

Create merchandise financial plans based on
Amicis Solution’s leading-edge forecasting
engine

•

Facilitate cash flow management and in-season
re-buying with better stock, intake and
Open-to-Buy capabilities

•

Determine channel profitability with better
multi-channel planning

•

Ensure the organization is working to meet
common financial goals at all levels with
superior Option and Location plans
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F E AT U R E S

Location Clustering/Grading
•

Ensure products are available in the

plans that align with the organization’s strategic
plans
•

Build plans for new stores and channels based
on best-in-class predictive analysis, and ensure

Leverage a system that allows location

that the strategic merchandise financial plan

clustering outside of the location hierarchy

is leveraged across both new and existing

Create clusters based on any

locations in a structured manner

available attribute
•

Create sound yet adaptable location financial

likely to sell based on the solution’s advanced
space, demographics and other factors

•

•

locations/channels where they are most
clustering engine, which accounts for store
•

Location Planning

•

at the location level

Group locations by merchandise department
or the sub-department level

Maximize space usage to drive up profitability

•

Take swift, corrective action when plans
are exceeded or missed
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Get the most from your software investment
Our solutions grow and adapt to new business needs as

At Amicis Solutions, our Professional Services team has

your customer demands change and new selling channels

extensive experience serving businesses in the retail and

emerge. Having the right software in place is just part of

hospitality industries. We bring knowledge of industry best-

the equation – you must be able to rely on expertise to

practices and a wide range of consulting services to projects

guide the deployment of both the technology and the right

of any size or level of complexity, and we support our

processes to support it.

customers comprehensively, with reliability and efficiency.

Contact us today to learn how we can support your business.

About Amicis Solutions
We are the go-to provider of services and support for Microsoft Dynamics 365, a best-of-breed combination of ERP and CRM
functionality, for the retail and hospitality industries. Our clients in North America rely on us to help them get the most from
their Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations and Retail investment. Our suite of best-in-class, fully integrated
proprietary solutions are robust yet flexible and easy to use, enabling businesses to meet and exceed customer expectations –
all while helping them streamline operations and eliminate unnecessary costs.
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